• For AES there is no challenge/price, not even 1 dollar, and according to an Internet survey (cf. www.cryptosystem.net/aes/ www.cryptosystem.net/aes/ www.cryptosystem.net/aes/ www.cryptosystem.net/aes/), 40 % of people tend to believe that AES is already broken… We have: E_k = g_k o f 8 _k. 528 = 16+8*64 rounds.
Attacks on KeeLoq
Algebraic Attacks on KeeLoq
KeeLoq can be implemented using about 700 GE.
=> "direct" algebraic attack: write equations+solve.
Two methods:
• ElimLin/Gröbner bases • Conversion+SAT solvers.
Algebraic Attacks on KeeLoq
We have found MANY attacks.
This paper: only two of them.
(the fastest ever found -not algebraic and the simplest ever found -algebraic)
Algebraic Cryptanalysis [Shannon] Breaking a « good » cipher should require:
"as much work as solving a system of simultaneous equations in a large number of unknowns of a complex type" KeeLoq has additional weaknesses.
There are much better attacks.
Sliding Attacks
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Sliding Attacks -2 Cases
• Complete periodicity [classical].
• Incomplete periodicity [new] -harder.
-KeeLoq: Q is a functional prefix of P. Helps a lot.
• Take 2 n/2 known plaintexts (here n=32, easy !)
• We have a "slid pair" (P i ,P j ) s.t.
Gives an unlimited number of other sliding pairs !!! 
KeeLoq and Sliding
Apply Classical Sliding? Attack 1.
Classical sliding fails -because of the "odd" 16 rounds: We have a We have a " " " slid pair slid pair slid pair " " " (P (P (P i i i , , , P P P j j j ) ) ) . . . Attack:
HARD -Problem
• Write an MQ system.
• Gröbner Bases methods -miserably fail.
• Convert to a SAT problem • Solve it.
• Takes 2.3 seconds on a PC with MiniSat 2.0.
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Attack Summary:
Given about 2 16 KP. We try all 2 32 pairs (P i ,P j ).
• If OK, it takes 2.3 seconds to find the 64-bit key.
• If no result -early abort.
Total attack complexity about 2 64 CPU clocks which is about 2 53 KeeLoq encryptions. KeeLoq is badly broken.
Practical attack, tested and implemented.
Conclusion
For the first time ever, a full industrial block cipher have been totally broken by an algebraic attack. The full key can be recovered on a PC given 2 16 KP.
What Happened?
Power of Algebraic Attacks: Any cipher that is not too complex is broken… (!)
-Problem: We hit the "wall" when the number of rounds is large.
Power of Sliding Attacks: their complexity does NOT depend on the number of rounds.
These two combined give a first in history successful algebraic attack on an industrial block cipher. 
Faster Attacks on KeeLoq
Random Functions n bits -> n bits
The probability that a given point has i pre-images is 1 / ei!. 
